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Chemists have come to a deeper understanding of how photosynthetic bacteria
Reviewed by Emily Henderson, B.Sc. (/authors/emily-henderson)

convert light into chemical energy and discovered why one step in the process may
be more robust than previously realized, according to a new study published this
week in Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences.
The study focused on proteins called reaction centers in a bacterium called Rhodobacter
sphaeroides that help transport electrons in its cell membrane during the !rst steps of
photosynthesis. Although these proteins, which reside in the cell membrane, have been
studied for decades, many details of how they work remain unclear.
To try to !ll in some of those details, Stanford University's Jared Weaver, a graduate
student in chemist Steven Boxer's laboratory, worked with fellow Stanford chemist ChiYun Lin and Washington University researchers Kaitlyn Fairies, Dewey Holten, and Chris
Kirmaier, who have been studying R. sphaeroides reaction centers for over a decade. Their
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apporach was to replace part of the protein with amino acids – protein building blocks –
that do not naturally appear in that part of the protein structure. The results could help
researchers better understand how the electron-transporting protein works under normal
operation.
As part of those investigations, Weaver teamed up with Irimpan Mathews, a sta" scientist
at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource (SSRL) at the Department of Energy's
SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory. There, the pair worked to crystallize the modi!ed
photosynthetic proteins and study them with X-ray macromolecular crystallography at
one of SSRL's beamlines.
Unfortunately, nothing Weaver and Mathews
tried seemed to work. They realized that the
samples might be getting damaged when they
cooled them down to the normal temperature
used for X-ray crystallography studies – around
100 Kelvin or -280 degrees Fahrenheit.
With that in mind, Mathews proposed turning to
another SSRL scientist, Silvia Russi, who has
been developing alternative methods at SSRL
that enable studying samples at closer to room
temperature, without any freezing at all. Russi's
method works by optimizing the humidity in a
sample to improve X-ray di"raction power – and
hence data-gathering ability – at much warmer
temperatures. In this case the team turned to
the method simply to get data, but there is
another bene!t that many researchers !nd
attractive: By operating at near room
temperatures, researchers can get data on
proteins in a more physiologically relevant
context.
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crystallography with spectroscopy and other
techniques, Weaver said, the team was able to
get a closer look at how bacterial reaction centers shuttled electrons around during the
!rst steps of photosynthesis. Surprisingly, while seemingly drastic changes to the active
site of those proteins a"ected how well they operated, the drop in e#ciency wasn't nearly
as big as expected. Taken together, Weaver said, the results yielded new insight into the
mechanism of electron transfer early in the process of photosynthesis and showed that
reaction centers are "remarkably robust," Weaver said.
Source:
Doe/Slac National Accelerator Laboratory (https://www6.slac.stanford.edu/news/2021-1216-room-temperature-crystallography-aids-new-study-photosynthetic-bacteria.aspx)
Journal reference:
Weaver, J. B., et al. (2021) Photosynthetic reaction center variants made via genetic code
expansion show Tyr at M210 tunes the initial electron transfer mechanism. Proceedings of
the National Academy of Sciences. doi.org/10.1073/pnas.2116439118
(https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.2116439118).
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